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Design



Design is not just what it looks like, 
design is how it works. 

–Steve Jobs



Visual Design

✤  Visual Design (C.R.A.P. principle) 

✤  Functional design  

✤  Visual Thinking 

✤  Typography and color











What designers build…



What people see.



What we design for…



The reality:







Why do we scan?

✤ We're in a hurry — Web use is often motivated by the desire to accomplish a 
task. Web users tend to act like sharks: They have to keep moving or they'll 
die. They don't read more than is necessary. 

✤ We don't need to read everything — On most pages, we're only interested 
in a fraction of what's presented.  

✤ We're good at it — We scan newspapers, magazines, e-mails, fliers to find 
the parts we're most interested in.





We don't figure out how things work. We 
muddle through.

✤ True of all technology — Web sites, software, household appliances. We use 
things all the time without understanding how they work. Few people read 
the instructions. 

✤ If we find something that works, we stick with it — Once we find something 
that works, no matter how badly, we tend to not look for a better way. (We 
might stumble upon a better way, but seldom look for one.) 

✤ Not much penalty for wrong guesses — Unlike firefighting, penalty is 
usually only a click or two to go back.



The Good News



Create a clear visual hierarchy
The more important something is, 

the more prominent it is.

This can be done with size, boldness, color, or groupings



CRAP
Your design should be

Contrast
Repetition
Alignment
Proximity





CCYC Annual Good Friday

FISH FRY 
& 

FEATHER PARTY
April 22, 2011

4pm–7pm

• Whole Walleye and Perch
• Baked potatoes
• Cole slaw
• Roll & Butter
• Dessert

Fish Fry starts 4pm; Feather Party at 7pm. 
Includes iPad Raffle. The commodore will spin!





Is this easy to read?Is this easy to read?





Real-world scenario





What we're starting with







Header

Body

Footer



"If two items are not exactly the same, then make 
them different. Really different."

–Robin Williams, The Non-Designer's Design Book

on contrast



Header is essentially a logo. Ask, “does this help me solve my problem?”



Add some contrast in the size.



Add some contrast in the titles.



Swap the descriptor, so that it's read first (unmistakable).



Move the footer it becomes the header, or most important part of card.
Make italics for further contrast.



"[Repetition] is a conscious effort to unify all parts 
of a design [by achieving consistency] "

–Robin Williams, The Non-Designer's Design Book

on repetition





The descriptors are in two different typefaces. The Award Category title is in Palatino Italic and the 
Producers title is in Futura Medium. Change them both to Palatino Italic.



Remember: contrast includes size, boldness, font, and color.



"Nothing should be placed on the page arbitrarily. 
Every item should have a visual connection with 

something else on the page."

–Robin Williams, The Non-Designer's Design Book

on alignment





Good alignment for tighter visual flow.



The problem with center alignment with multiple lines is that it creates jagged edges.



Left-align on a 12-column grid.



"Group related items together. Items or groups of 
information that are not related to each other 
should not be in close proximity to the other 
elements, which gives the reader an instant visual 
clue to the organization and content of the page."

–Robin Williams, The Non-Designer's Design Book

on proximity



Move similar elements closer together.



Insert a monkey wrench, without disturbing the card's overall harmony.



Lighten logo to keep it minimal, and not crowding the visual flow too much.





Apply this in everything you do…







Concision



Omit needless words

Omit needless words
Vigorous writing is concise. A sentence should contain no 
unnecessary words, a paragraph no unnecessary sentences, for the 
same reason that a drawing should have no unnecessary lines and 
a machines no unnecessary parts.

— William Strunk, Jr. and E.B. White, The Elements of Style



Happy talk must die

Thank you for agreeing to take this brief survey. The following 
questionnaire is designed to provide us with information that 
will help us improve the site and make it more relevant to your 
needs. Please select your answers from the drop-down menus 
and radio buttons below. The questionnaire should only take 
you 2-3 minutes to complete. 

At the bottom, you can choose to leave your name and phone 
number. You may be contacted in the future to participate in a 
survey to help us improve the site.



Happy talk must die

Please help us improve the site by answering these questions. It 
should only take you 2-3 minutes to complete this survey.



Scene from a Mall

TOOLS HOUSEWARES LAWN AND GARDEN



Scene from a Mall

Power Tools Hand Tools Sanding and Grinding



Enter Store

Look for the 
right 

Look for the 
right aisle 

Look for the 
right product 

Find it?Check another 
department

Check out



Navigation

✤ Keep a clear and consistent navigation guiding people through the page/
site. (Breadcrumb navigation) 

✤ The banner or site logo should be a beacon for getting back to the 
beginning. 

✤ Navigation gives a sense of scale of the web project. 

✤ Hierarchy can help provide a logical path through the project.



Maslow's Triangle



 Abraham Maslow in his 1943 paper "A Theory of Human Motivation"



Aaron Walter in Designing for Emotion

functional

reliable

usable

pleasurable

missing



Color Theory



Goethe's color wheel from his 1810 Theory of Colours Boutet's 7-color and 12-color color circles from 1708



Saturation 
How vivid a color is (more 

saturated means more 
brilliant, mid-saturation is 

pastel, no saturation is gray)

Hue 
The color on the color wheel.

Lightness 
On a scale from black to 

white, or how bright/dark the 
color is



Triad	(secondary)		
Colors

Tertiary	colors

Analogous	colorsComplementary	
colors

http://paletton.com/

http://paletton.com/


Reds	are	passionate,	energetic	&	confident.

Oranges	are	warm,	cheerful	&	creative.

Yellows	are	bright,	lively	&	optimistic.

Purples	are	imaginative,	elegant,	royalty

Blues	are	trustful,	harmonious	&	calm.

Greens	are	peaceful,	refreshing	&	natural.

Calm,	modern,	clean	



Joy,	government,	wealth,	increase

Royalty,	perfection

Emperor,	earth,	political,	middle/center

Misfortune

Aging,	ill

Life,	vitality,	greed,	decrease

Dull,	cheap

In China





Typography



serifsans-serif



Serifs are easier to read long text, like in 
books or long articles. Serifs are a 
authoritative, serious font.

Sans-serifs are easier to see at a 
glance. San-serifs are generally more 
modern, minimalistic.

Serif  sans-serif



Display Fonts

Herculanum

PHOSPHATE 
Noteworthy 

Snell Roundhand 

Zapfino



Once upon a time there lived in a certain village a little country girl, the 

prettiest creature that ever was seen. Her mother was very fond of her, and her 

grandmother loved her still more. This good woman made for her a little red 

riding-hood, which became the girl so well that everybody called her Little 

Red Riding-hood.



Once upon a time there lived in a certain village a little 
country girl, the prettiest creature that ever was seen. 
Her mother was very fond of her, and her grandmother 
loved her still more. This good woman made for her a 
little red riding-hood, which became the girl so well that 
everybody called her Little Red Riding-hood.



Once upon a time there lived in a certain village a 
little country girl, the prettiest creature that ever 
was seen. Her mother was very fond of her, and 
her grandmother loved her still more. This good 
woman made for her a little red riding-hood, 
which became the girl so well that everybody 
called her Little Red Riding-hood.



ALL FONTS HAVE PERSONALITY & A PURPOSE



Comic Sans Criminal





Dear Jimmy,
You are invited to my super-awesome 
castle birthday party fun day, in Times 
New Roman. Are you excited?
Timmy



Dear James, 
It is with my deepest regret that I 
write to inform you that our test results 
indicate that you have disease X. 
Dr. Tim



Font pairings



Font pairings

http://justmytype.co/

http://fontpair.co/

http://www.typegenius.com/

http://www.typeconnection.com/



Steal like an artist



Points of inspiration

✤ GraphicRiver.net 

✤ veer.com 

✤ VideoHive.net 

✤ sidebar.io

http://graphicriver.net
http://veer.com
http://videohive.net
http://sidebar.io


✤ GraphicRiver.net ✤ Codrops ✤ CodePen https://dribbble.com/

http://graphicriver.net


Design Workflows



Research 
Sketch 
Gather 
Mock-up 
Build



It always starts with inspiration.
























